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Consultants will make
management ideas
]

by Jim Riccioli
Two consultants will visit Winona
State Thursday and Friday to complete
recommendations requested by WSU
President Thomas Stark in connection
with possible administrative structural
changes under consideration.
Dr. Thomas Emmet, an American
Council on Education consultant, and
Dr. Robert Huff, executive director of
the Arizona Board of Regents, will consult with various WSU representatives
before preparing a recommendation
based on "their best perception of
what the most effective and efficient
organizational structure would be,"
according to Stark.
Stark had originally hinted at a
desire to review the university's management structure last winter, when he
sent a memo the Strategic Planning
Committee Taskforce to introduce the
idea, according to taskforce co-chair
Jim Reynolds.
More recently, on March 23, Stark
sent a letter to its steering committee
and explained the charge he was issuing to the full 13-member taskforce,
Reynolds said. The taskforce, which
was formed last summer, was initially
charged to prepare recommendations
on broader academic issues, such as

the future of WSU's curriculum and the
inclusion of high technology in coursework here.
With the advent of a series of retirements and resginations at the administrative level, Stark said that he
thought WSU was in an opportune time
to consider changing its management
structure.
"You should be constantly reviewing
the structure of the university on a regular basis anyway," Stark said, "but
when you do have that number of turnovers, it presents an ideal time to make
changes because you do it without the
dislocation of people."
Dr. Jonathon Lawson's announced
resignation last week as dean of liberal
arts was the latest in a series of
changes in WSU's hierarchy. He will be
replaced by an acting dean.
As of July 14, Lawson's last official
work day with the university, and after
the subsequent naming of an acting
dean, Winona State will be served by
three acting deans in the various academci segments. Only Dan Willson,
dean of Natural and Applied Sciences
and dean of Graduate Studies, remains
in the five deanship system under
review by the taskforce.
Continued on page 3

Elections still unofficial

Kim Harper, Shelia Johnson, and Carrie Strike were among the WSU students who
helped clean up the drainage ditch across from Warehouse Mark-it Foods. (photo by
Dan Johnson)

Students clean up
Lake Winona area

by Dale Kurschner
With a northwest wind gusting to 30
miles per hour, temperatures in the low
40's and an overcast sky, 16 Winona
State students began picking up trash
Saturday in a drainage ditch across
from Warehouse Mark-it Foods in
Winona.
University President Thomas Stark
and Dr. Calvin Fremling from the
Biology department were also there
working with the students on the first
stretch of the "Clean up Winona"
campaign sponsored by Pabst and the
Winona State Student Senate.
The cleaning group used sticks and
branches to reach in to the water in the
bottom of the ditch and pull out the
garbage.
"This is the ugliest part of Winona,"
said Fremling as he picked up a plastic
wrapper, "and it's the part tourists see
first"
Fremling said that if the trash they
were picking up in the ditch wasn't
picked up there, it would wash into
Lake Winona. "We're just intercepting
it here," he said.
After the group had picked up six
car tires, a tractor tire, some hub caps

and filled several gunny sacks full of
paper and plastic litter, President Stark
left for a meeting and the rest moved
on to the waterway behind K-Mart.
There, many students were stunned
by the amount of trash by and below
the bike path that leads to the small
lake.
"I was a paper picker once and we
use to just scream at people dropping
things. Really, I can't believe all the
garbage here," said Pabst Beer Representative Kris Channer.
"I think everybody's surprised by
how much trash is really out here,"
said Student Senate President-elect,
Mary Hermsen.
As the group moved on, several
chunks of styrofoam were picked out
of the water and off the shore. "That
stuff isn't biodegradable," Fremling
told students as they picked it up.
Many smaller pieces of the styrofoam were in the form of hamburger
boxes. "It kind of makes a guy think the
fast food chains should be subsidizing
this," said Fremling.
The clean-up was finished by 12:30
p.m. when the group reached the
bridge on the small lake.

Fleming faces removal
from Student Senate
by Carolyn M. Goetzinger
and Greg Abbott
The results of the April 17 elections
for Student Senate executives and officers are still unofficial, pending final
approval of the Senate at its meeting
today.
The Senate did not have a meeting
April 18 because of the long holiday
weekend, and delayed the decision last
week because it did not have quorum.
Some controversy surrounds the
possible disqualification of
Sophomore-elect Paul Fleming. Last
Wednesday Sen. Anita Seeling proposed that Fleming be disqualified for
allegedly defacing President-elect
Mary Hermsen's campaign posters by
putting Rudy Boshowitz stickers on
them.
Earlier, the Senate's Election Committee considered that same motion,
but dismissed it. Seeling, who resigned
from that committee prior to the election, said she brought the issue to the
attention of the full Senatd because
she was unhappy with the committee's
decision.
"We (Seeling was still on the
committee at that time) should have
disqualified the candidate at that
time," Seeling said. "I'm making this
motion now because the committee
failed to."
Several senators agreed with Seeling
including Laurie Smith, who said, "We
should look at Paul's moral character.
Is this the kind of person Senate
wants?"
Sen. Libbie Kershaw, however, dis-

agreed. "If Mary wants to press this
issue fine, but Senate, for personal
reasons or whatever, cannot," Kershaw
said.
Hermsen said she didn't feel that defacing campaign posters should be
grounds for disqualification or that
Senate should be discussing the issue.
"I don't think that it is our place to
evaluate the moral character of a senator elected by the students," Hermsen
said.
Fleming said the accusations were
brought about because of a grudge
held against him by Student Senate
President Brad Arndt.
He said that since the case was
dropped by the election committee, the
Senate has no right to bring the issue
back up again.
"It's like new representatives were
elected, and the present Congress
decided that they had power to screen
them to see if everyone passed no
matter if the people elected them or
not," said Fleming.
Sen. Todd Humphrey proposed that
Seeling's motion be amended so that
the act of defacing another candidate's
poster be grounds for disqualification,
and that if Fleming is found guilty of
the infringement that he then be disqualified.
Senate approved the amended
motion and will make a final decision
today after hearing from Fleming and
several witnesses of the alleged
incidents.
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SAFC hears budgets, will decide allocations
by Dale Kurschner
The Student Activity Fund
Committee heard from 25 Winona
State clubs and organizations
this past weekend when they presented their budgets for possible
allocations next year.
Though the SAFC's allocations
fund had taken a cut from last
year's amount, Libbie Kershaw,
vice chair of the SAFC, said the
two-day hearings went smoother
than they had in past years.
"We were facing a big deficit
last year and one of the things we

did was to give more fees to the
health services areas and then
Senate took a cut, SCAC took a

cut and the co-curricular club and
student union operating fee took
a cut," said Student Senate President-elect Mary Hermsen.

those clubs who needed funding
for guest speakers to the Social
and Cultural Activities Committee. "They have money set aside
for lecturers," said Kershaw.
The allocations depend upon
how specific an organization was

"We had a total of $4,700 to
allocate this year to 28 clubs and
we had some clubs corning in and
asking for over $5,000," said
Kershaw.
One of the clubs was the
Winona State Frisbee club which
asked for a total allocation of

on its budget form, Kershaw

$5,045. Estimated student travel

said.

needs made up $4,665 of that request.

"Clubs that have their goals,
what they've done and everything

"We don't mind giving them

itemized-out save us a lot of time
and it's a lot easier than people
just coming in and saying how
much money they need," said
Kershaw.
"A lot has to do with the past
year's involvement, too — what
the club has done, how or if
they've raised money, etc. "
Kershaw said.

money though, because they are
really good P.R. for the school,"
said Kershaw.
"We did our best to allocate —
its hard breaking $4,700 down between 28 clubs and we're sure a
lot of clubs won't be happy,"
Kershaw said.
One way of handling the cutback in allocation funds according to Kershaw, was to direct

English combining programs
help students double major
by Greg Abbott
The English department has
made it easier for students to
double major by offering a combined program which knocks 20
credit requirements from the B.A.
English degrees.
A combined major program
lowers credit requirements for
B.A. English degrees from 72
credits to 52 credits if the student double majors.
Dr. James Nichols, chair of the
English department stressed that
students taking the new cornbined major program must cornbine the shortened English degree with another major in order
to get the credits to graduate.
"The combining major will
make it easier for students to
graduate in four years with a
double major," said Nichols.
He said the 20 credit requirement cut won't affect the quality
of the B.A. degrees since the students also have to take another
major to fulfill the combining
major.

"Our department has always
encouraged students to take
courses in other majors to
complement the English
degrees," said Nichols.
He said the new program can
give students a well-rounded education without forcing them to
attend college more than four
years to get a double major.
The combined major applies to
the B.A. English major and the
B.A. English with writing
emphasis major.
The combined B.A. English degree cuts five classes from the
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on the Plaza
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"Winona's Largest Locally Owned Super Market"
126 East 5th Street
Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m.-10 p.m. Sat. & Sun. 7 a.m.-8 p.m.

END OF THE SCHOOL YEAR SPECIALS
Thanks for your business this year
-See you in the fall!

Nichols. "And since the student

SHAVINGS!

Ham, Roast Beef or Turkey
with choice of soup,
pickle & chips Th
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The combined B.A. English
with writing emphasis degree
cuts two classes from the basic
requirements and cuts electives
from 28 to 16 quarter hours.
"We've tried to keep the strong
core of required courses," said

Premium Drinks at a

Croissant Sandwich Plate

Mon.- Sat. 7:30 - 5:00

basic requirements and maintains elective requirements at 28
quarter hours.

will be taking another major to go
with the English classes, some
electives could be cut."

$5,045
Winona State Frisbee Club
$475
Greek Council
$575
English Club
$102
Minnesota Nursing Student Asso
$450
Ski Club
$1,089
Cooperative Campus Ministry
$1,400
Geology Club
$695
Student MN Education Association
$840
Council for Exceptional Children
$1,000
Satori
$955
Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship
$706
Chemistry Club
$700
Society for the Adv. of Management
$750
International Club
$2,905
Math Computer Science Club
$4,175
WSU Film Society
$1,000
Sociology Club
$597
Chess Club
$450
Social Work Club
$710
Medical Science Association
$275
General Unions of Palestine Students
$840
Alpha Epsilon Rho
$375
Black Cultural Awareness
Five organizations have not submitted data yet as to the
amount of money they would like.
MI MI MN

He said the new combining
majors could be taken Fall Quarter for all students interested in
double majoring. Interested
students can contact English
department faculty to help with
questions or scheduling.
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Expansion of WSU
noticed by alumni
by Felicia Henne

Gordon Bear, class of '33 (left) and Glenn Fishbaugher, Emariti (right) talk about the "I remember
when" days. (photo by Kevin E. Schmidt)

Applications are now being accepted for the
position of Business Manager of the WINONAN.
for Spring Quarter of the 1984-85 school year.
Apply to Cheryl Lattery at 113 Phelps Hall,
Deadline for applications, May 10, 1984

Winona State Teacher's College has gotten a lot bigger since
most alumni were here 50 years
ago.
The alumni reunion brought
some old classmates to the
campus Saturday to catch up
with old friends and take a look at
the campus.
"There are a lot more buildings," said Evelyn Zindair Petsch,
an elementary education graduate from 1944. "The Shepard
dorm has changed the most. It
used to be quite elaboratecomplete with a grand piano in
the living room."
Harriet Regan Haney, the oldest alumnist who graduated in
1918, said that it seemed strange
to see men in Morey Hall.
"It used to be all women," said
Haney. "We would go to chapel
every day."
Other alumni noticed the big
variety in educational programs
— since most went to Winona
State when it was still a

Teacher's College.
One event that is still with
Frances Dickerson, an education
major from 1924, is when College
Hall burned down in 1922.
"For two years we went to different buildings for classes," she
said
Winona
State
Teacher's
College was quite different then.
With only Morey-Shepard, Phelps
and Somsen Hall, the 30-40
population college had to find
other places to hold class while
Somsen was being rebuilt.
College tuition now seems
unbelievably high compared to
what the alumni paid in 1920.
"I paid $2.50 per term during
the war years," said Harney. Now,
$2 is charged for processing
drop/add forms.
Although most alumni noticed
the big changes at Winona State,
Lauretta Speltz Bean, a 1944 graduate, saw some similarities.
"There may be more buildings
and the campus has grown," she
said, "but there is still the same
friendliness."

Administration Changes
Continued from page 1

Second Annual

47 & 88-mile Bicycle Tour
Sunday, May 20, 1984
Gundersen Clinic- Division of Sports Medicine, Vagabond Touring and Z-93 present
the second annual Le Coulee Classique Bicycle Tour.
Western Wisconsin's coulee region provides the beautiful scenery for the 47 and
88-mile Le Coulee Classique. There are many miles of flats, rolling hills and major climbs
along the route. Make sure you and your bicycle are prepared for Wisconsin "coulee
climbing."
You may do either distance to receive a Coulee Classique t-shirt. Along with the
t-shirt, your entry fee includes: refreshments along the route, use of two sag wagons and
a meal after the ride.
The tour starts anytime between 8:00 a.m. and 9:00 a.m., from Myrick Park, in La
Crosse, WiSconsin.
Entry fees: $9.00 for those pre-registering before May 14.
$10.00 for those registering after May 14, and on the day of the ride.
Advance registration is encouraged. For more information, call (608)782-2453.

Acting administrators are currently serving in the deanship of
Business and Industry (from
which Dennis Tanner resigned
from last fall) and in the deanship
of Education (from which thenacting Dean Ruth Hopf retired
from last year and from which a
selected permanent replacement,
Dr. Roy Baruth, withdrew in
December). Ed Jacobsen, dean of
learning studies, will resign effective the end of this academic
year. A replacement has not yet
been named. Dr. Ken Gorman

(Business) and Dr. Ev Eiken
(Education) are the acting deans
in the office.
Search processes for the
positions have not been implemented because all such administrative positions are "on hold"
pending the taskforce's review of
structural modifications, according to its other co-chair, Lawson.

Reynolds told the

Winonan

that as he understands Stark's
charge to the taskforce, the recommendations can be based on
"all" administrative positions,
from president through deans.
The first draft of that study will
be released at an all-university
presentation from 11:30 a.m.-1
p.m. Monday in the Performing
Arts Center.
The committee has recommended to Stark that the membership
of the group be retained until
next fall, when the taskforce
again picks up the restructure
assignments, Reynolds said.

Both consultants are expected
to present separate reports to
Stark May 25. The purpose of the
separate reports, Reynolds said,
is to enhance the "triangular
study" concept of gathering
ideas.

R&R SPORTS has:
NAMEBRAND

WARM WEATHER ACTIVEWEAR 2*SHORTS -hu ge

variety of colors in running,

softball, tennis, and gym shorts.
arena:
•SWIMSUITS - ***

many styles and colors

in womens tank and mens racing and boxer suits.
Sponsored by: Gundersen Clinic— Department of Sports Medicine, Vagabond Touring and Z-93.

Registration Form:

Name:
Address:
City.
State
Sex: 111 Male ❑ Female T-shirt size: ❑ M ❑ L ❑ XL
Age:
Mail this registration form along with $9.00 (before May 141 or $10.00
(after May 141, to: Le Coulee Classique Bicycle Tour, c /o Gundersen Clinic,
Ltd., 1836 South Avenue, La Crosse, WI 54601. One registration form per

person, please.

I assume all the risks associated with the second annual Le
Coulee Classique Bicycle Tour. sponsored by Gundersen
Clinic, Ltd.-Division of Sports Medicine, Vagabond
Touring and Z - 93. I waive all claims for injuries or losses of
any kind suffered by me while going to, coining from or
participating in the tour, from its sponsors.
Signed:
Parent or
Guardian:

r
I
1

1

MI= =MIMI MIN IIIIIMMEM MEM

COUPON SAVINGS - Good thru 5/19/84 I
$2.00 off — Any shorts over $8.00
$1.00 off — Any shorts under $8.00
1
Mon.-Thurs.
9-5:30
Fri. 9-9,
Sat. 9-5
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CUINIUS,
Seeling, others
try same old trick
Well Student Senate's going for a repeat performance of last
year's railroad-elected-candidates-out-of-office trick.
Last year Senate tried to disqualify then Presient-elect Brad
Arndt. This year Senate, or rather a faction within Senate, is trying
to disqualify Sophomore Senator-elect Paul Fleming.
The reported reasons behind both attempts are alleged violations of campaign rules, but in both cases the proceedings more
closely resemble a witch hunt. The real issue isn't rules or regulations. Instead, it's much more personal — both instances are
attempts to remove "undesirables" from office.
Last year several senators and students were unhappy with the
election of Arndt and this year several senators are unhappy with
the election of Fleming. These senators tend to find the elected
candidates personally offensive and thus deem them unfit for
office.
(It's interesting to note that in both cases the lynch mob has been
led by the ever-critical Anita Seeling. Seeling was acting as a
"concerned student" last year and as an internally-appointed
senator this year.)
In Arndt's case, they contend that he was unfit for office because
he still had a campaign sign posted on campus on the day of
the election, in violation of election rules. In Fleming's case, they contend that he is unfit for office because several students allege that
they saw Fleming defacing a presidential candidate's poster. (The
presidential candidate, incidentally, thinks the disqualification
attempt is uncalled for.)
The funny thing is that Seeling and others have not learned from
last year's botched attempt at disqualification. They're making the
same mistakes again this year.
For example, in both cases the aggressors have openly admitted
their displeasure with the defendants, displeasure with the individuals themselves, not with their campaigns or elections. They then
try to mask their biases and say that Arndt and Fleming should
have/should be removed from office simply because they violated
campaign rules.
Their fronts, however, fail! Last week, for instance, when discussing the possible disqualification of Fleming they thought it
was appropriate to discuss Fleming's moral character. They also
did the same thing to Arndt last year — they put him on trial for
being Arndt, not for violating a rule.
And this is related of the most crucial mistake made by Seeling
and others; and yes they made the same mistake last year. They
moved to disqualify the elected candidates after tallying the votes
and announcing the winners.
If Arndt and Fleming are considered for disqualification solely for
violating rules then their disqualifications should have taken place
before discovering that they were successful in their bids for office.
To do so afterward is a sad excuse.
Arndt earned the right to serve as president just as Fleming has
earned the right to serve as a senator. This right, which stems from
the very foundation of this nation, comes from the students who
elected them.
Yes, some may deem them as extremists, as incompetent, as undesirable, but no one, much less other elected officials, reserve the
power to overstep the decision of the voters and remove them from
office.

Second Look
by Greg Abbott

The Magic Five
Remember back to the good old days of trying
to get enough guts up to ask someone to the
senior prom? Well, this year Winona State has two
— and for all the gutless guys on campus, things
haven't changed.
Spring formal time can be the most dreadful
time of the entire year for most gutless people and
even the Shiite Shieks. The shieks go crazy trying
to decide which woman in their harem they will
take to the formal.
I got a magic five pamphlet from a shiek that
guaranteed it could get me a date for the formal,
but none have worked so far.
Page 1: Find out when she walks between
Somsen and Phelps and ride your bike past her.
(You can't just walk by because that looks too
obvious — and besides, women dig athletic men.)
Smile and say a glancing "hi" while raising your
eyebrows. This sets the stage for the big
question.
Result: I say "hi" while riding my bike off the
curb, wiping out in front of 30 people becoming
too embarassed say anything else.
Page 2: Find out when she eats in the cafeteria,
casually lean on the table and ask her what she's
doing formal night. If she says nothing, for it. If

she says going home to mother, drop her like a
failing class.
Result: I casually lean on the table, putting my
hand into her peas. Embarrassed, I just tell her that
she should eat a lot of peas so she can get her
iron.
Page 3: Sit next to her at one of her classes and
drop your notebook which reads: Will you go to the
Formal with me?
Result: I get to class late and toss my notebook
near her, but it lands next to Mack Truck Mary.
Preferring to go with a moldy tennis shoe rather
than someone who is twice my weight, I politely
decline her acceptance.
Page 4: If you've struck out three times, just ask
her straight out the first time you see her.
Result: I see her and am finally determined to
ask her. She introduces me to her fiancee and
shows me the big rock.
Page 5: Place a full-page ad in the paper for
someone to take.
Result: They wouldn't let me have a full-page
column, so...

DON'T LOOK NOW- BUT THE GUY ON 7-HE
OTHER SIDE OF ME 13 L13TENI ► ICI!
(
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State higher education report
gets support from Wefald
To the Editor:
On April 13 Gov. Perpich's
Commission on the Future of
Post-Secondary Education,
chaired by former Gov. Elmer L.
Andersen released his final

report on the future of higher education in Minnesota.
Andersen and all the members
of the Commission on the Future
of Post-Secondary Education are
to be commended for producing a

report which will serve both the
state and its citizens well. The
report is significant in several
ways:
• First,
the
commission's
report provides an excellent foundation for guiding future policy
decisions for higher education in
Minnesota.
The commission's goal of

raising the participation rate in
higher education to 80 percent
recognizes both the crucial role
that education plays in the
economic vitality of our state and
also recognizes the fact that
citizens should have education
beyond high school if they are to
participate fully in our rapidly
changing society.
• Second, the report provides
many specific recommendations
for: self improvement grants for

citizens over 25 years of age, a
governor's
high
school
scholarship program to reward
academic achievement, marketing strategies for higher education and tuition policies which

report reinforces the 1983 legislative action which gave the higher education governing boards
more authority to manage their
respective systems. The report
encourages mergers and increased cooperation among all higher
eucation systems.
The report has reaffirmed the
historical importance of postsecondary education in relation
to the quality of life in Minnesota.
The report has also provided us
with a set of principles and goals
that will guarantee high quality
educational opportunities for
future generations of
Minnesotans.

This letter is in regard to the
story about the blood drive printed in the March 28 issue of the
Winonan. In this article Scott
Peak referred to "96 deferrals" of

blood due to "medical reasons."
Most of these were students, and
I feel that it is the Winona State
food.

vu l
Spotlight
What are your views about
a legal advocate on campus?

Julie Gillard, West Concord,
Medical Technology
"I think it's great. It's a good
idea to have free legal service because most college students
can't afford to pay a lawyer if they
get in trouble."

would place Minnesota in a more

competitive position in relationship to neighboring states.
• Third, the Commission's

Jon Wefald, Chancellor
State University System.

Bad blood could be caused
by eating at WSU cafeteria
To the Editor:

Page 5

was not a first time donor. The
first time I donated was in my
senior year of high school and I
had no problems. The second
time I gave blood was my freshman year at Winona State. I was
deferred on this day because my
iron level was 36, two points
below average 38.

I was told to eat foods with iron
When I went to give blood, I in them: meats, broccolli, and

Student help urged
for Lake Superior
To the Editor:
Lake Superior is the front yard for Duluth residents and a scenic
attraction for hundreds of thousands of tourists from all over the
world. The lakeshore within the city of Duluth is our greatest gift,
offering beauty and tranquility to all. Now it faces the fate of being
scarred forever by an interstate freeway extension which is neither
needed for traffic purposes nor wanted by the citizens of Duluth.
Our City Council in January voted to stop the freeway before it
actually reached the Lake. We thought we had a victory for nature
and for posterity, but then our mayor went to the Minnesota Legislature to have our local decision overturned. He says we can't afford
to refuse $40 million in federal money; the people of Duluth,
through their Councilors, have said that no amount of government
money is worth the defacing of our natural resources.
We have debated locally, voted locally, and decided locally; now
our local decisions are on the verge of being overruled by ill-formed
pork-barrel legislation in St. Paul.
Students can help. If you agree that a freeway along Lake
Superior's shoreline within the city of Duluth would be a shameful
insult to this great natural resource, or if you can believe the citizens of a community ought to have the right to decide their own
local issues, please contact your legislators immediately and tell
them you want them to oppose the sections of Senate File 2076
(House File 2177) which would order a freeway along Lake
Superior's shores in Duluth.
Without your help, a multi-lane freeway, with all its noise and
concrete will stand between Minnesotans and their own Great Lake
forever.

raisins. That is exactly what I did,
in excess, and the next day I went
back and my iron level was
exactly 38. This year I wanted to
give blood again, but my iron
level was again 36. I came back
the next days and it was still 36.
Even though I ate a well-rounded
Winona cafe meal.
Here, I feel, is where the problem lies — with Winona State
meal plan. I'm not a nutritionist,
but don't you think that if I ate
two meals a day for seven months
and took iron pills daily that my
iron level would be average? I
thought so too, but I guess not. I
feel the Winona chefs are
messing up our health and not
serving the right amount of iron
supplements we need.
A
Resident
Assistant
mentioned that the girls on her
floor couldn't give blood because
of an iron deficiency. It seems
like Winona isn't supplying its
students with the Iron they need.
I realize that these are all girls
and women have less iron In their
system, but Winona Is made up of
70 percent women. With all these
women needing more iron, why
aren't we getting it in our food?

Someone should find out if our
food Is being cooked up to the
standards that supply us with the
nutrients we need. Does Winona
have a nutritionist or do they feel
that the women handing out and
cooking the food know what is
good for us? Are Winona students getting the right amount of
iron they need?

Julie A. Desch
Michael Paymar
President, Duluth City Council

Shelly Oldham, Wauwatosa, WI,
Nursing
"I think it's a good idea if
people use the service. If the
lawyer just sits in the office it's a
waste of our activity fees."

Pat McDevitt, Davenport, IA,
Marketing
"I believe it could better
enforce the student's right in regards to the right to privacy in the
dorms."

Kim Harper, Richfield, Nursing
"I think it's a very good idea.
It'.s a lot cheaper for students
than through a law practice. The
benefit we should get out of it
would be worth the little it
costs."

Steve
Rudin,
Minneapolis,
Business
"It's a service that all students
can go to because it's free.
Though a lot of students are
going to have a hard time trying
to figure out where It is."

Jeff "J.P." Peterson, Mabel,
Political Science
"I think it's good and students
should make use of it, if they're In
trouble. Students won't have to
go downtown. They can get free
legal advice here."
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Spring Semi-Formal
Delta Sigma Pi is sponsoring a
spring formal Saturday from 8-1 a.m.
at the Holiday Inn, Winona.
Tickets are $7.50 for couples and
$5 for singles.
Music will be provided by DJ
Scott Opfer and the band Denny
Martin and the Nostalgics.
Special room rates at the Holiday
Inn are available.
Bible Study .
United Campus Ministries will
hold a bible study Sunday at 6
p.m. in Taggart Lounge. All are
welcome for fellowship, devotions and fun.
Psalm Study
Rev. Tom Freundenstein will
lead a six-week study of psalms
Thursday at 4:30 p.m. at the Lutheran Campus Center. Everyone is
welcome.

WSU Film Society
The Winona State Film Society
will present a movie Saturday
at 7:30 p.m. in Pasteur 120. Admission is free with a valid WSU
I.D. and $1 without.

Spring Formal
The Lutheran Campus Center
is sponsoring a spring formal
Friday from 8:30-12:30 p.m. at the
Hilltop Ballroom, Fountain City,
Wis. Tickets are $3 in advance
and $3.50 at the door.
The theme is Colour My World,
and the band is Synergy. Tickets
are now on sale at the Lutheran
Campus Center.
Budweiser Hat & T-shirt Fling
Budweiser will sponsor a
Spring T-shirt and Hat Fling May
9 from 7-11 p.m. in the PrentissLucas Basement. Part of the proceeds will go to the Muscular
Dystrophy Association and the
Jerry Lewis Labor Day Telethon.
Marley, Theurer Scholarships
The Warren E. Marley $100
Scholarship in business administration will be awarded for next
year to seniors with 3.0 or higher
g.p.a. who are full-time
accounting or business administration majors.
The William P. Theurer $100
Scholarship in business administration will be awarded for next
year for senior business administration, economics or accounting majors.
Students can pick up scholarship applications from Sue
Haedtke in Somsen 124.

International Dinner
The International Club will hold
the International Dinner May 12 in
the East Cafeteria, Kryzsko at
6:30 p.m.
Tickets are $6 which includes
the price for the fashion show
and other entertainment.

SEMCAC FAMILY PLANNING
A confidential, non-judgemental clinic for family
planning and sexually transmitted diseases. For
appointment phone 452-4307 weekdays 8:30 to
5:00.

64 1/2 W. 5th

452-4307

Winning
companies
attract winning
employees...

Spring Graduation
Graduating seniors may pick
up their honor cords in the Registrar's Office, Somsen 228 May 16
from 8:30 to 4:30 p.m. A list of
seniors eligible for graduation
will be posted outside the
Registrar's Office.
Commencement practice will
take place in Memorial Hall
McCown Gymnasium May 21 at 2
p.m. and commencement will be
May 25 at 2 p.m.

• We're one of America's most professional and best run
corporations.
• We're a rapidly growing subsidiary of The Pillsbury Company
Were
hiring today. to fill the promotional needs of tomorrow ,
•
If you need more reasons. consider our
• Six-week paid training program.
• Ability to provide you with the opportunity to gain solid
business skills
• Excellent starting salaries and benefits
Sound interesting? To further explore this outstanding
opportunity in the areas listed below. you may forward a resume
indicating your geographical preference to: Regional Human
Resources Department. BURGER KING CORPORATION, 10901
Red Circle Drive. Suite 205A. Minnetonka. MN 55343. An Equal
Opportunity Employer

Continuing Education
Orientation
WSU Continuing Education department will hold an orientation
for interested people tomorrow in the
Faculty Lounge, Somsen Hall
from 5 to 8 p.m.
Representatives from external
studies, regional campus and
continuing education will be
available to answer any
questions.

have we
attracted
you?

OpporktiOles

Avi0b1e

41111111111 ■

BURGER

• Omaha
Kansas City
•
Paul
1■ItimigOsisk.
1040,00
•

KING
gem.

AT THE BOOKSTORE
Quarter

BOOK BUY BACK
Tuesday May 22

8 to 4

Wednesday May 23

8 to 4

Thursday May 24

8 to 4
4 411 1

Friday May 25
Bring in all the books you
no longer need!
HARDCOVER OR PAPERBACK

4'

14414.t'
.

.

8 to 10 AM

11;

A

t.'

',

Air VI..
/IN\

▪

•
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FINGER FOODS
Corner of Sarnia and Washington Streets
Across from Maxwell & Loughrey Fields

Call:

454-2860

Fastest Campus Delivery
llam-lpm and 5pm-12am

The Pita Sandwich
The growth in popularity of the pita bread sandwich has led to
the invention of even better sandwich fillings. We take pride in
the introduction of several new varieties that are sure to please
those of you with a lighter line in mind.

HOT PITAS
"Roast Beef" with Bar-b-que sauce
"Ham & Cheese"
"Turkey & Cheddar or Swiss"
PITA SALAD
Crab, Cucumber-Fresh and delightful A taste of summer.

Deli-Bar Subs
All available on white or rye rolls

"My Hero

$1.80

99

Straight from the deli, this sandwich combines all the flavprs and
varieties you can find. Thinly sliced turkey, roast beef, ham, cotto
salami and piles of cheese, with fresh lettuce and mayonnaise. A
one of a kind experience at a price that's infinitely reasonable.

"Turkey, Monterey
& American"
Thinly sliced turkey breast with loads of Monterey Jack and
American cheese.

"Roast Beef & Cheddar

Feel Free to Mix Half and Half As You Choose!

"Deep Fried Foods"
We offer a popular selection of deep fried foods consisting of
cheese curds, batter fried mushrooms, steak sticks and great
onion rings. Available in single or family sized orders.

ONION RINGS
Single $1.25
Family $2.50

CHEESE CURDS
Single $1.50
Family $2.75

MIXED BASKET

MUSHROOMS
Single $1.50
Family $2.75

99

Hearty and delicious.

"

oth Halves only $1.95

Onion rings, cheese curds,
batter fried mushrooms.

Ham & American

$3.50

Piled high and satisfying.

STEAK STICKS
Single $1.75
Family $3.50

"Quarter Pound Hot Dog"
Only $1.25

"Nacho Mountain"
A veritable mountain of hot nacho tortilla chips smothered in
spicy hot cheese sauce. Single or family size orders.

Single $1.00

r-

1

Family $1.75

MIII INNEENNNNNNENINNNmmoswiwmwuwmmwmm.

"Hot Pita Sandwiches"

I

Any 2 for only
$325 plus tax

I

Choose from:
B-B-Que Roast Beef
Turkey & Cheddar or Swiss
Ham & American
OFFER GOOD THRU MAY 25TH
1 coupon per purchase
1

1
I

1
1

Any 2 Deli-Bar Subs
and a Family Basket of
batter fried cheese
curds, onion rings or
mushrooms

UI

I
I
I

1
1

: Only $550 plus tax! :
I1 OFFER GOOD THRU MAY 25TH I1
1 coupon per purchase

1

Free Quart
of Pop with any
$4.00 order
Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,
Mtn. Dew, Orange
OFFER GOOD THRU MAY 25TH

1 coupon per purchase

1
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Diane's squad is on patrol near the POW camp.

War games...
not for men only
Fuming from the losses in the Grenadian invasion, Fidel Castro
decides to get revenge on the United States and regain national
pride. A task force has been sent secretly up the Mississippi River
with the main attack focused near Ft. McCoy, Sparta, Wis. Luckily,
the Winona State and LaCrosse ROTC units are there.
Doesn't sound like a safe place for a man — or a woman, but for
Diane Pampuch, second-level military science, it was "a really good
time."
She was part of a Winona State military science group that went
through field training exercises last weekend to refine leadership
skills and battle objectives.
She was taught combat moves, how to move under attack, leadership training and organization.
"You have to be on your toes," said Pampuch. "For me, the training was really worth it."
The group was at Ft. McCoy by 7:30 a.m. with back packs,
sleeping bags, rain gear uniforms, air mattresses, tents, pistol
belts, and some delicious food.
"I really got sick of the food," said Pampuch. She was given
rations of dried fruit, crackers, dehydrated hot chocolate, expando
pork patties and other food.
She said the second day they were tested on everything learned
on the first day.
"When you actually do go out there and do it, it's different than
when you read about it in class," said Pampuch. "Each of us had a
chance to be a leader."
She said a good leader must learn to work with subordinates and
other people.
"No matter if it is a girl or a guy out there, we have to get the job
done," she said.
The day didn't end when the sun_went down. When night came, it
was time to learn night maneuvers. Each team was given a compass
and a flashlight along with coordinates for the pair to find their way
back to camp.
"We learned procedure on what to do with a POW and what to do
if were in enemy territory," she said. "It was like the real thing."
She said at first she was little scared because she didn't know
what to expect, but liked the experience since she is considering
joining the reserves.
"It teaches you to be on guard at all times," said Pampuch. That
usually meant long nights — she didn't get sleep until 12:30 a.m.
Sunday morning and had to wake up at 5 a.m. The group came back
to Winona State Sunday noon.

Diane listens as Major Louis Blazek (left) and Cadet Captain Jeff Olsc
machine gun emplacement.

Vicki Jo Thiesse (left) and Diane on the way back to Winona.

Photos by Mark Hoffman Text by Laura Gudbaur
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Included in her "C" rations on Friday was beef with barbeque sauce.

n discuss how they took over the

r
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Diane takes cover from "enemy" fire.

AT THE BOOKSTORE

GOING HOME -THANK YOU
SPECIALS
SALE DATES May 1 thru May 25th
Less

Clothing. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . ..20%
Blankets. . . . . . . . . . •.• . . . .. 20%
Records & Tapes. . . . . . . . . . 20%
U-Create Posters. . . . . . . . . 30%
Bumper Stickers. . . . . . . . . . 30%
Screen Printing Kits. . . . . . 30%
Towels . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20%
Pen & Pencil Sets.. . ... ... 10%
Rugs • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 20oin
v
Calculators. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20%
Watches & Clocks. . . . . . . . . 20%
Tape Recorders. . . . . . . . . . . 20%
Book Bags. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 201/4
All Posters. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 501/4
Puppets & Pillow Pets. . . . . 20%
Health & Beauty Aids. . . . . 20%
Caps • •. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 20%
Pop• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 20ob,
v
College Mugs. . . . . . . . . . . . . 20%
Kodak Film. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10%

Winter Jackets .

. 50

Ni te Suits Reg. $19 95 • • • • • • • • Now '12.00
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Wait Until Dark to
be presented under
`intimate' setting
by Jim Riccioll

Wait Until Dark's leading lady, Jane Burke, playing the role of the elderly Susy Hendrix, looks somewhat
distressed as one of her antagonizers, Harry Roat (played by Blayn Lemke, approaches from the background. The actors were rehearsing for the production which will open next Wednesday. (photo by Steve
Apps)

A show produced in Winona
State's Dorothy B. Magnus
theater carries with it a more
"intimate" setting which helps
the audience become more involved with the production, according to WSU theater director Dr.
David Bratt.
It will be under this setting that
Wait Until Dark, the Theater department's sixth production of
the year, will be presented from
May 10-15.
Bratt, who will direct the production, says there is something
special about a play which is held
in what is more commonly referred to as the Black Room, located adjacent to the Main Stage
auditorium in the Performing Arts
Center.
"Black Room shows tend to be
much more intimate and can be
used in a variety of ways, not just
the straight proscenium one,"
Bratt said. "It's an alternative way
of doing theater."
The term Black Room is shorthand language for the Dorothy B.
Magnus Theater, according to
Bratt. The theater is literally
painted black, hence the name,
but the concept and the theater's
characteristics are not limited to
Winona State.
"A good many universities
have one if they have a second

theater at all," Bratt said.
The Black Room-type theaters .
are sometimes classified as
"Flexible" or "Experimental
staging" theaters.
_ Named after the former Cornmunications and Theater
department chair who was instrumental in the construction of the
PAC, the DOrothy B. Magnus
Theater is also used for classrooms and workshops, Bratt said.
The Shakespearean Company
from Spring Green, Wis., which
performed at WSU last fall used
the "intimate" theater for their
workshops, though they presented their version of Romeo and
Juliet on the PAC's Main Stage.
Most of Winona State's productions this year have been on
the Main Stage, with the studentproduced one-act plays held in
December as the only exception.
Wait Until Dark will be produced
in the Black Room because the
Music department, which shares
auditorium facilities with
Theater, has the Main Stage reserved for part of May, Bratt said.
"There are certain times when
the Music department is using
the Main Stage that makes it unavailable to us," Bratt said. "It's a
juggling sort of arrangement, and
there are all sorts of problems.
Even if they're using it the week
Continued on page 12

`Impressive new talents' of
Second City perform locally
by Jim Riccioli
Second City, a touring and resident
comedy troupe whose name is associated with many big-time improvisational comedians and stars of Saturday
Night Live, performed before several
hundred tri-college system students
Thursday at Saint Mary's College.
The resident group based in Chicago
has produced such stars
Dan,
Akroyd, John and Jim Belushi, BrianDoyle and Bill Murray, Gilda Radner,
Joan Rivers and Valerie Harper. But the
troupe which traveled to Winona for the
two-hour show last week are what
Second City publicity people call "impressive new talents" who "are always
ready to fill the shoes of former members and distinguish themselves as
part of the Second City tradition."
Their performance at SMC was
sponsored by the college's Student
Activity Committee and was open to
the public.
What the public saw were the young
comedians — Joe Keefe, Rick Hall,
Mark Belden, Carey Goldenberg,
Denise La Grassa, Petrea Burchard and
Tony Mason — who performed nearly
20 skits, consisting largely of social
comment. The skits were typical of the
youth-oriented late night weekend
comedy pieces of Saturday Night Live,
,

as

Fridays, Second City Television (not
directly related to the Chicago improv
theater) and Not Necessarily the News
on HBO Cable.
Among the heavier skits based on
social comment was a Mister Rodger's
Neighborhood piece discussing
nuclear fusion and the ultimate effects
of combining hydrogen isotopes.
"Children," Keefe asked the audience
in a mock-Rodgers voice, "can you say
diterium...can you say tritium...Now
when you combine these together in
fusion — can you say 'we're f !"
Another skit included a wrap at the
U.S.'s High Court, whose chief justices
were dubbed as "The Supremes" who
"lean to the right" for "those who are
wealthy and white."
Not compromised were jabs at the
Reagan Administration, revealed in two
skits. One had Nancy Reagan shooting
a "Poster Poor Child" after she appealed that "we must do something
about the poor of this country." The
other skit suggested that is was the
fault of "Mean old Mister Reagan" that a
family had to keep laying off their children and send them onto the streets.
The troupe also conveyed the fun
side of life, which, in true improvisational comedy form, included sexual
references and audience participation.

Continued on page 12

Posing as father and son in a "Mothers' Day" skit, Rick Hall (left) and Mark Belden
rejoice after coming up with a terrific idea on how to avoid the tears of a disappointed
mother (Denise La Grassa) who has not yet received her gift from them. (photo by Mark
Hoffman)
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Black Room
Continued from page 11

before (a play is scheduled to
open), then the problem is that
the set has to be built so it can be
moved out.
"When you used the Main
Stage for a play you really have to

have it for at least two weeks beforehand."
But, as Bratt stressed, the
added versatility which the existence of the Black Room offers is
not its only asset. The audience
can be arranged in a number of
ways, either by encircling them
around the stage, as in an arena
theater, by placing them on three
sides of the action, as in a thrust
set-up, or by lining up standard
rows of seats in a common proscenium set - up.
For Walt Until Dark, Bratt will
use the basic proscenium to
black the audiences view and let
them imagine what is happening
off-stage, he said.
"In the Black Room, you can
get 100 people a lot closer than
you could seating them near the
Main Stage," Bratt said. Thus it
helps them become more involved with the action and characters on stage.
Between 75 and 150 students
can fit comfortably in the theater,
depending on how it's set up.
Bratt estimated that there'd be

room for 100 students per show
for Wait Until Dark.
Plays produced in the Black
Room can be as elaborate as
plays produced on the Main
Stage, but there are some
inherent differences which
emerge, Bratt said.
"Wait Until Dark is about as
elaborate as Peter Pan, but we'll
bring it in at a smaller budget," he
said. "That's usually true of all
Black Room shows, because we
don't have that huge 40-by-30 foot
(Main) stage to fill up. The casts
also tend to be smaller. We generally need less money to get what
we need to put on a production in
there."
Bratt said that the productions
have to be geared to consider the
intimacy between audience and
actors, so some types of plays
are not appropriate for the Black
Room.
"It's hard to take tragedy from
just 10 feet away," he said. "It's
hard to do Shakespeare in there
too since those plays generally
need more open space."
However, in recent years, Bratt
said he has directed consecutive
plays in the Dorothy B. Magnus
Theater, so he's catching an

Have you ever felt that the past 30 years have
gone by and none of your teachers have noticed or
paid attention to the fact? Do you ever get the
feeling that nothing worth talking about has
occured during your lifetime?
I certainly get these impressions around here.
As far as my education at WSU goes, life, as we
have come to appreciate and study it, has ended in
the 1950's. With only one exception, none of my
classes in the humanities area have gone beyond
the '50's in their study. Why is that? What's been
happening in the last thirty-some years?
It's really kind of a scary thought to realize that I
will graduate without having been taught about
anything that was done during my lifetime. Even in
my major, Theatre Arts, classes are spent studying
the "modern" drama of Ibsen and Chekhov. If you
ask the professor "Why do we spend so much time
on them?" you would be told "Because they are
the masters who have influenced today's writers."
Fine. But why don't they ever tell me who today's
writers are, and how they've been influenced by
the past masters?
One of the worst parts about this problem is
that the teachers apparently believe they are
teaching truly modern works. If you'll look in the
University Catalog for course descriptions, check
out the 400-level class "Modern Drama" offered
through the English department. The description

"itch" to direct at least one play on

the Main Stage again. Given that,
he said he would still prefer to
direct in the Black Room.

Second City
Continued from page 11
Hall, a 24-year-old comedian
who's been with the troupe for
several years, said the cast is not
overshadowed by the names of
the famous alumni.

"It makes us feel good when
we say 'Okay, you'll be playing
John Belushi's character in this
scene'. It's real neat," he said.
"Really, it's not intimidating at
all."

claims that the course will study works from Ibsen
to the "most recent playwrights." I've had the
class, and the most recent work studied was
lonesco's The Bald Soprano, which was written
about 1950. (I may just be an undergraduate, but I
know there are more recent playwrights than
lonescol)
A problem with teaching a course which includes recent works is that it requires extra time
on the instructor's part; it means searching for
articles and essays about what's new, it means..it
means extra work. I imagine it's pretty easy to pull
out the notes that have been used for the last xnumber of years without having to revise and
update, but where's the consideration for the
students' education?
History is being made in my lifetime, and my
educators seem to be ignoring it. This week even,
in my major field, history is being made — for the
first time ever, one man will have three different
shows running on Broadway, and except for at a
few eclectic parties, I've never heard this man's
name mentioned (I don't mention it here because
I'm curious to see how many people know who I'm
talking about).
Things have happened since 1950 — good
things, important things — and I think students
should be informed of them.

N

Wed., Thurs. & Fri.
ONLY!

Face the Music's Top 10

THE NEWZ

Midnight Madness, Night Ranger; 1984, Van Halen; Heartbeat City,
the Cars; Grace Under Pressure, Rush; Defenders of the Faith,
Judas Priest; Hard to Hold, Rick Springfield, movie soundtrack;
Love at First Sting, Scorpions; Footloose, movie soundtrack; Body
and Soul, Joe Jackson; Colour by Numbers, Culture Club.

Don't Miss This Show!

"It's only a doll."

The Newz members have recorded with
Ross Valory of Journey, Greg Douglas
of the Greg Kihn Band and Ricky
Phillips of the Babys. The Newz has
had concert appearances with ZZ Top,
Styx, Cheap Trick, the Greg Kihn Band
& The Tubes.

"But this is a doll that even grownups would like to own."

"We have to find it and destroy it!"

TACO JOHNS,.

Only $1 Cover

Wed.-Sat.

69*

THE AlEwz- NO COVER CHARGE WED.

Taco •Tostodos *Softshells
Reg.Burritos (Reef, Bean or
Combo) •Taco Burgers
Nachos * Apple Grandes
Mon-Thurs, 10 am-12 am
Fri & Sat, 10 am-2 am
Sun, 10 am-11 pm

PEPSI
Miller

575 Huff and Winona Mall ,.
LI

Sunday the 6th -

Rode Hard & Put Up Wet 4-8

Monday - Wear a Showhouse
shirt or jacket for
very friendly prices
on taps & bars
pours.
Tuesday - Live D.J. —
Bud Night
Watch for the exciting new

kailk mystery date game Starting
May 9! See next week's
ad for clues.
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Theater dept battles
budget with box office
by Laura Gudbaur

Even with the risings costs of
productions the Theater department at Winona State is successfully battling budget problems.
One of its big weapons is the box
office.
Until a few years ago, the department didn't charge
admission to WSU student and
faculty. According to Jacque
Reidelberger, department chair,
now that they have started charging a small fee. The department
adds as much as $5000 to their
budget.
The department doesn't seek
outside funding so the box office
receipts are very helpful. The department is more concerned with
the type of productions, said
Reidelberger, than making money
from it.
Fortunately, then, the department doesn't have to rely entirely
on their box office receipts. The
theater relies mainly on the money
that is allocated to them from the
Students Activities Fund.
The Students Activities Fund
operates on the money generated
from fees charged per credit for
every student when enrolling for
classes. The amount allocated to
the theater depends greatly on
the size of enrollment at the university as a whole. For example,
the department was allocated a

little more than $12,000 this year,
but next year the amount could
be higher or lower depending upon the enrollment figures.
There hasn't been a drastic decrease in the allocation,
Reidelberger said.
Perhaps part of the success of
the department is due to the
accuracy of the cost estimates
for the productions. So far this
year, he said, none of the costs
have exceeded the estimates. A
lot depends on the type of production. A play for example is
much less expensive to produce
than a musical, he said.
The department is not just involved in the production of plays.
According to Reidelberger almost
every theater in the area asks the
department for help with their
productions.
The department also sponsors
workshops for the area high
schools. Students and faculty of
the theater department work together to help high school
students improve their skills. The
WSU theater students benefit because they get a chance to work
with people in a situation that
they would most likely run into
after they graduate. It also works
as good public relations, he said.
Reidelberger said the department is also asked to help out
at school functions.

In the days when music has become just as
much of a busines as the phone company, it's nice
to know at least some recording artists still have a
sense of humor. Weird Al Yankovic has become
famous in testing those senses of humor.
By now, Weird Al is known to many — in fact
he's fast becoming one of the best-known music.
parodizers in recent memory, except possibly for
the Rutles, a Monty Python group whose
livelihood was based in parodizing the Beatles.
Yankovic goes beyond changing the lyrics of
popular songs. Unlike the handful of parodizers
who went before him and parodized Barry Manilow
(remember the song "Why Do I Have To Feel So
Yucky") for example, Yankovic has at his disposal
a new weapon — video. And with the growing
popularity of video music (On weekend nights,
assuming you subscribed to the 20-channel Group
W service in Winona, you can pick up to five
channels playing video music at various times of
the night), Yankovic is fast getting the recognition
afforded the long-time stars he parodizes.
The acts he parodizes must have a sense of
humor because his videos dig right down into the
artists' personalities and ethnical backgrounds. I
have to wonder what Michael Jackson actually
thinks of "Eat It," the hit parody off Yankovic's In
3-D album which knocks Jackson's "Beat It" and
"Thriller" videos to the point where you can never
view the original without linking it with the parody.
Yankovic is gaining the dubious distinction of becoming popular at other peoples' expense.

Move Yourself,
All Your Stuff,
And Save. Too!

That's ironic because as record buyers have
seen in the past, the music industry seems to have
anything but a sense of humor. George Harrison
(found guilty of infringing on the song rights to
"He's So Fine" when he wrote "My Sweet Lord"),
the Bee Gees (rapped for the musical arrangement
of "How Deep is Your Love) and Charlie Daniels,
among a multitude of others, have been taken to
court for alleged intentional or unintentional infringements on others' songs. Harrison's "This
song" (which "isn't black or white" and "doesn't
infringe on anyone's copyright") showed the somewhat bitter feelings which have developed in the
past as a result of the lack of musical flexibility
some execs and artists adhere to in the industry.
Obviously, then, Yankovic must have taken
beyond-the-minimum precautions to assure that
his quite-intentional musical duplications don't
rub people the wrong way. If you check the credits
on "Eat It," you'll see that the song was written by
Yankovic-Jackson.
Thus far, Weird Al, who last year introduced himself to the world with a parody of Tony Basil's
"Mickey" with an I Love Lucy take-off entitled
"Rickey," has not run into any concerned execs
who wish to limit his humorous episodes. He recently released "King of Suede," a take-off of the
Police's "King of Pain." Soon to be released will
be a shot at Gregg Kihn's "Jeopardy" called "I
Lost On Jeopardy."
Maybe all is becoming fair in love, war and legal
parody.

BCA and Student Senate
will sponsor fashion show
by Jim Riccloli

The Black Cultural Awareness
organization and the Student
Senate will sponsor a Spring
Fashion Show at 6 p.m. Sunday in
the Baldwin Lounge of Kryzsko
Commons.
The show, entitled "What a
Feeling," will feature 23 models
who have volunteered to display
clothing donated for the event by
various Winoina businesses. The
clothing will be among the latest
spring and summer fashions
appearing on racks of local merchants.

According to BCA president

Apartment

It's as easy as renting a Ryder truck, one way.
Compare costs before you make plans for moving at the end of
the semester.
If you're 18 or older and have a valid driver's license, you can
use a Ryder truck, rent-it-here, leave-it-there. Load up your
stereo, 10-speed, clothes; everything. You'll still have room, no
doubt, for one or two friends with their things to share the cost.
Compare that to the price of a plane ticket. Or even a bus.
Plus shipping.
Rent a newer truck from the best-maintained, most dependable fleet in the world - Ryder. The best truck money can rent.
Ryder offers special discounts to all students and faculty.

WE WILL BE REPRESENTED BY:

Dow's Skelly
RYDER TRUCK RENTAL
RVO E R

CONTACT:

(507) 454-6215

For up to 4 people
(male or female) available for summer
months. Cheap rent, 3
blocks from school, 2
blocks from downto .wn
furnished.
This one's for you.
Call 454-4507 or
452-8994

Obi Anueyiagu, neither the
models nor the organization will
receive financial benefits from
the show. A reception provided
by Winona State's University Relations office has been scheduled
to follow the show so those in
attendance can talk with the
models.
The BCA has sponsored a
spring fashion show for the past
three or four years, Anueyiagu
said, with the organization benefiting thorough publicity generated by the fashion show.
WSU student Genet McTootle
is the show's coordinator. Her responsibilities included recruiting
volunteer models, most of which
are Winona State students, according to Anueyiagu.
The show and the reception are
free and open to the public.

Spring bike tune-up —$10
Fast, reliable service
Fountain City Bike
Fountain City, WI
687-3161

Pregnant?
and afraid?
There is a friend who cares.

B

irthri g ht

452-2421

free pregnancy test

free confidential help
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Sports Calendar
Softball
Friday, Saturday, May 4 & 5
District 13 Tournament
Home

Women's Tennis
Friday, Saturday, May 4 & 5
Conference Tournament
Home

Women's Track
Friday, May 4
Conference Tournament
Southwest

Warriors conference record at 8 by Wayne Bower
The Winona State baseball
team opened up conference play
April 19 and 20 with four victories
over Northern Intercollegiate
Conference rival Northern State.
WSU started the trip out by
sweeping a doubleheader on
Thursday. In the first game the
Warriors jumped out to a 5-0 lead
after three innings, but were
forced to overcome a 6-5 deficit in
the fifth by scoring twice. WSU
scored two more times in the
sixth to secure the victory 9-6.
Brian
Hansche
struggled
through the first six innings to
notch his fifth victory. Jay
Krzmarzick shut out Northern in
the seventh to pick up his fourth
save.
In the nightcap, Ted Benson
picked up his second win of the
season with a four hit shutout for
WSU.
Brian Hellenbrand rapped out
three hits, while Tom Squire and
Brian Barnholdt added two a
piece to supply the offense
during the Warriors 10-0 victory.

field with the bases loaded and
only one out for WSU.
The Warriors swept a double
header from conference rivals the
University of Minnesota-Morris
last Tuesday. The sweep upped
the Warriors conference record to
6-0.
WSU rolled behind the fine
pitching of Tim Riedel. Riedel
pitched a 4 hitter on route to his
first victory of the year. Inside the
park homeruns to center field by
Brian Hellenbrand and Doug
Payton highlighted the Warrior
onslaught.
Jay Krzmarzick picked up his
fourth win of the year in his first
start of the season in the second
game. Krzmarzick struck out
eight batters in five innings, and
Brad Swanson struck out three in
the final two innings. Swanson
picked up the save. Dan Walseth
went 4-4 including a solo homer,
two doubles and three RBI's to
lead the Warrior plate attack.
WSU split a double header
Wednesday with its Wisconsin
neighbors, UW-LaCrosse.

Friday was no different as the
Warriors picked up two more
wins.

The Warriors dropped the first
game 9-5. Brian Hansche suffered
his third loss of the year pitching
in relief for starter Todd Kieffer.
UW-L scored four runs in the
fourth off of Hansche and three
more in the fifth off of Ted
Benson.

The Warriors won the nightcap
in extra Innings 17-6. With the
score knotted at six after eight
innings WSU sent 15 batters to
the plate and scored 11 runs. This
barrage of runs proved to be too
much for Northern as its head
coach pulled his team from the

WSU took the second game of
the nightcap 8-5. Greg "Stu"
Johnson picked up the victory in
his first decision of the year.
Riedel, Spragia, Chris Mosson
and Payton each had two hits a
piece to pace the Warriors.

John Wike and Brian Hansche
teamed up to one hit Northern in
the first game. Wike picked up
the 4-2 victory.

WSU's Doug Peyton picks up steam as he heads to the plate for an inside-the-park home run during a game
with Morris. (photo by Dan Johnson)

On April 27 the Warriors
defeated Southwest 16-5 at
Marshall. WSU rapped out 15 hits
during that contest.
On April 28 the Warriors
started the day out right by
slaughtering Southwest 27-2, but

then went into a hitting slump
and dropped the next two games
5-3 and 4-3.
Sunday, rain suspended play
against crosstown rivals Saint
Mary's College.
WSU was leading 7-4 after four

innings, when the rains came.
The first game, as well as the
entire second game will be
played Monday May 7th at
Loughrey Field.
The Warriors now boast an
overall record of 22-8-2 and are 8-2
in the NIC.

Women's softball
sweeps Luther
by John Paul Schaller
The Winona State softball team
boosted its season record to 18-41 with a doubleheader sweep of
Luther College on Friday.
The Warriors squeaked out the
first game of the twinbill 1-0
behind the one-hit pitching of
Lori Hill. Warrior bats got hot in
the second game as they drubbed
Luther 9-1. Michele Flood picked
up the win in that contest.
The victories put Hill at 7-2 on
the season and Flood is at 7-1.

Warrior Dean Schulte bites the dirt during Sunday's game with St. Mary's. The game was called due to rain
and rescheduled. (photo by Steve Apps)

A six run fifth inning was the
key for the Warriors in the
opener. The Warriors out hit
Luther 8-3 in the contest.

Flood and Chris Gremo had the
hot bats for the Warriors as they
both went 2-4 at the plate.
Deb Oppegard pitched the final
two innings of the second game
to pick up a save.
The Warriors only run in the
opener scored when Flood
reached first base on an error and
crossed home on a single by
Patrice Ricci.
Head Coach Steve Juaire credited the wins to defense and
pitching. "Lori Hill was just outstanding. All we had to do was
score one run."
Juaire feels that the sweep of
Continued on page 15
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Papa John's
Dining Room
Special

Continued from page 14
Luther will help prepare the
Warriors for this weekends
District 13 Championships.

1

WSU is seeded No. 1 and II
Juaire feels that it will be a disappointment if the Warriors do
not win.
"We are excellent in all facets
of the game. Pitching hitting are
superior and we also have good
depth," said Juaire.
The Warriors first game of the
Championships is Friday at 1
p.m. against the winner of the
Bemidji and Concordia game.

1
1

1
1

Open Daily
4:00 p.m.

1

-

FREE DELIVERY

Horse Trails
Week-ends
Lessons-Sat. & evenings ii
Transportation provided
Reservation required
Call Gayle-454-3305
Big Valley Ranch, Inc.

on WSU Campus

___,

529 Huff

452.1234

Graduation Is A Time For
Special People...
Deb Willette watches her put during last Tuesday's
Invitational. WSU won the meet with a 364. (photo by Steve Apps)
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Great
Music

SHINe

3-5:30
P.M.
4Sb.
BAR & CAFE
Mon-Friday
THURSDAY
MONDAY

HAPPY
HOUR

Marguerita Night
8-12 p.m.

TUESDAY
Rocky Mountain Liquor
Coors

9-12 p.m.
For the price of a
telephone call.

WEDNESDAY
Bag - a - Bull Night

Schlitz Malt Liquor
16 oz. can for less than
a dollar from 9-12

Special Price On all
the Beer U-Can-Drink
ih Price Mixed Drinks
8-12 p.m.

SATURDAY
MORNING
Bloody Mary Special
8-12 a.m.

SATURDAY NIGHT
First Drink Full Price,
All Other Drinks
After That Half Price
9-12 p.m.

J ust 2 Blocks East of the M.Q.

SUNSHINE
BAR & CAFE
79 E. 2nd

454-7772

,

Now in stock for May 25th Graduation. Your personal
Commencement announcements. They can be
purchased in any amounts and the cost is only .45
each.

1.1
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From Left Field
by John Paul Schaller

Style Cut — S7.00

Get your summer sandals out! I
Manicure — S5.00 I
Pedicure — S5.00 I
oupon
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on and Arena
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Sports-in-Store
454-2442

3rd & Franklin
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FREE T-SHIRT
With Purchase Of Any Regular Priced Shoe.

Sports-in-Store
454-2442

3rd & Franklin

Expires 5 9 84
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I guess I ticked soma people in Milwaukee off.
As soon as my Brewer column came out, they
started to win.
It was a bit premature to pick on the poor Little
Brewers, but my feelings are the same. They are
lucky.
If I would have been thinking, I would have went
after the Chicago White Sox. That is a sure bet.
Maybe I shouldn't pick on the Illinois teams anymore.
Oh, what the heck, I've only got a couple of more
columns left, I might as well go for it.
Anyway, back to the Sox. They've had it. They
have won their division title for this decade. There
won't be anymore for a while.
Not to worry, however, The Sox aren't doing so
good. But I'll bet that everyone from Chicago is a
Cub fan now.
I can hear it now, "Aw, I don't care about the
Sox. I'm a Cubs fan. The Sox are terrible."
Last year it was just the opposite. But it's okay
because if the Cubs start to lose, they can always
become Chicago Blitz fans. Oops sorry, the Blitz
are only 3-7.
I just looked over the scoreboard section of the
Winona Daily News, but those were the only three

Illinois teams that I could find. It's a good thing
that school is almost over. The Illinois people can
just go back to Illinois and they won't have to
make excuses for the miserable athletic teams.
While we are on the subject of miserable athletic
teams, maybe we should mention the ah, the
well...the St. Louis Cardinals.
There, I said it — the St. Louis Cardinals and
miserable in the same sentence. Believe me, it
wasn't easy.
I'm a die hard Cardinals fan and I'm going to
stick with them even if they are doing poorly. Hey,
they're only three games out and everyone knows
that the Cubs are going to pull their usual 10-game
losing streak.
It's a good thing that the Cubs are winning right
now. Maybe they will be able sell some tickets and
buy some lights for Wrigley Field and get a new
announcer instead of Harry Carey. He does have a
good voice though.
Well I guess it's time to go now. Next week is
the last issue of the year, so you only have to put
up with me for another week and you're free for the
sumTher, unless of course I get an internship with
the Chicago Sun Times.
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Thinning out your
record collection?
Call Rich at
452-1419 after 8pm.
Best prices paid
or will trade.
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Locks-Pumps-Lights
Racks-Bags-Clothing-etc.
452.4228

166 Walnut St.
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you're dancing to hot music , stir up something cool and refreshing. Seagram ti 7 and 7 1,1p° or Seagram 's 7
Real chart toppers. Just remember, stirring to the be is even more enjoyable when you stir with

Wh ile

Save 10% on bicycle
accessories with this
ad and student I.D.
expires 5-31-84

THE
SWINE%
1001,11
This Coupon Good for Free Popcorn

Rssenger
Jack Nicholson

Wed., 7:30
Fri., 9:20

HAS

Sat., 9:20
Sun., 6:30

it HAIR'
R

Film based on the hit
Broadway musical!
Thurs., 7:30
Fri., 7:00
Co 1984 SEAGRAM DISTILLERS CO NY NY AMERICAN WHISKEY -A BLEND
80 PROOF SEVEN UP AND '7 UP ARE TRADEMARKS OF THE SEVEN UP COMPANY

Sat., 7:00
Sun., 8:55

Wed. & Thurs. '2.00
COUPON

COUP

